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Chairman’s Communique
    Dear Students,
    I am excited to engage with you through these pages and keep you up to  
    date on the changes happening in our industry and profession. Every time  
    we communicate, I notice the passing of time and feel as though I have a  
    lot to get done in the little time I have available. But I'm confident that if  
    we work hard together this year, we'll be able to complete the mission  
    successfully.

Your words of support and encouragement would be a great source of motivation for me.

We express our thoughts that, in order to carry on the heritage and tradition of integrity, independence, 
and excellence established and fostered by our predecessors and seniors through our mission to serve 
members and students. Let's promise to collaborate as a team with the proper mind-set and optimistic 
approach to achieve the objectives we have established.

There were numerous Initiatives taken by the WICASA, Vasai Branch of WIRC, ICAI Library facility 
was started for nov’23 exam students and the advantage of the same was availed by the students in the 
large and I request readers of this newsletter to take the advantage of the library in future also.

Mock test for the foundation students were also organised and the students have attended in large; I 
appreciate the students who are participating for the Mock test because it helps to rectify the mistakes 
done during the examination.

I conclude by using a succinct quote:
No one who does good work will ever come to a bad end either here or in the world to come - Bhaga-
vad Gita

With Warm

Professional Regards
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Message Chairman - WICASA
From Chairman’s Desk

Dear Students,
Trust that you would have written November 2023 Examinations fairly well and hope that you will come
out in flying colours, at the time of announcement of the result.

Many of you would have taken up the examinations by burning the midnight oil, putting in all efforts. In 
spite of that, few of you would not have written as per your expectations.

Students, at times we have to expect the unexpected. Hope for the best and be positive.

The more positive energy you draw to yourself, the more strength and will power you will generate within 
you to pursue your dreams. Therefore, become a powerhouse of positive energy and radiate your positivity 
amongst your friends and strengthen the CA student fraternity.

During this month of examination Wicasa Vasai has not organised so many programs except Mock Test for 
the students of foundation which is helpful for students to test themselves before the final exams.

My best wishes for the students going to appear for the Foundation Examinations this month.

You can achieve all your dreams through dedication, commitment, discipline, perseverance, passion and 
most importantly by believing in yourself.

Before I conclude, I request all of your Cooperation and Participation for our Upcoming events and 
Programs.

Warm regards,

CA Aba Parab
Chairman – VASAI BRANCH OF WICASA
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Article
Name: Kunal Gautamchand Bhandali
Registration number: WRO0731391
Contact number: 9987826693

Communicating, Expressing and Presentation

        Many of us being unable to communicate properly either due to inherently or Events in past or other reasons. We face a lot of 
difficulties due this problem and stock up regrets with time. Some of us might have already lost our closed and precious ones to us, 
due to misunderstanding.

        Our Expectations becomes barrier gradually, we want other person to use Telepathy and to know our feelings instead of proper 
communication, is it possible?? NO!!  Many times our Ego or Fact of ignorance leads us to miscommunicate and ruin a beautiful 
nexus

        Also, there is Society pressure like Boys can’t cry or Girls can’t show their true feelings (may be due to Fear of Rejection), but 
I believe that crying for somebody is the “Truest form of Love”, it takes so much time for Bonding and just a moment to destroy it. 
Please, Do COMMUNICATE AND EXPRESS…

        Presentation of how to communicate and express is utmost importance, as it increases the effectiveness of the message, which 
results in, how the receiver has felt and perceived the message and also it has great impact on the Receiver’s Response. Organiza-
tion need more Employees with ability to Motivate others to pursue their Targets, and co-operate and co-ordinate with others, since 
these employees have good scope in long term in organization and for betterment of the Organization.

        Lastly, Above 3 elements helps us in Corporate and Personal Life to great extent, by getting Better and value addition to the 
organization.    

(My Story in this regard, Back then I lack these precious elements, Everybody say that they wanna enjoy their childhood again, their 
golden period but I am not ready for that again,  “who?” would like to visit their childhood when he/she is underconfident, not good 
at anything, just being average throughout the year and then repeat this next year, no best friend in school, scolded by teachers, 
fighting with everybody in school…….. that was Worst. As I grew, I started to learn things and became Confident enough to 
communicate and stand for my opinion, made few friends and started having purpose for going school… but it ended shortly. 
Anyways, after my SSC examinations, I started making friends and learned continuously, my life got better and better… and from 
my experience the above 3 elements are a must in every human being, to live a happy and satisfied life)
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Article
Name: Pooja Singh
Registration number: WRO0767917
Contact number: 8097315485

SELF-ASSESSMENT
 
Unleashing our inner power means unlocking our full potential. It is extremely important for us to have self-motivation so that we 
can get the intrinsic motivation needed for academic success,  exploring and using different strategies, goal setting, time manage-
ment, positive mindset as well as personal passion are important in fostering the right motivation.
 
MINDSET AND PREPARATION:
Cultivate a growth mindset, viewing challenges as opportunities to learn and grow. Embrace resilience and stay focused on long 
term targets.

CLEAR GOALS:
Clear and realistic goals for each stage of preparation is important. Breaking down the larger goal into manageable steps, making it 
easier to track progress.

EFFECTIVE TIME MANAGEMENT:
Develop strong time management skills to balance studies, sports and personal life is very crucial.

CONSISTENT STUDY ROUTINE:
Establish a consistent study routine to build discipline. Regular, focused study sessions are more effective than sporadic, lengthy 
ones.

UTILIZE RESOURCES:
A reasonable study material, online resources help us to stay informed about updates in subjects.

PRACTICE AND MOCK TEST:
Familiarize with the exam format by regularly practicing with mock exams. This helps build exam day confidence and enhances 
time management skills.

STAY UPDATED:
Stay abreast of industry trends, technological advancements, and changes in on going practices as well as continuous learning is 
crucial in the dynamic field.

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE:
A healthy diet, regular exercise, and sufficient sleep contribute to better cognitive function and overall performance.

REVIEW AND ADAPT:
Regularly evaluate study techniques and adjust them based on what works best for you. Be adaptable and open to refining our 
approach as needed.

BE CONSISTENT:
Consistency is the rhythm that sustains the melody of success. It involves a steadfast commitment to daily actions and habits aligned 
with long term objectives.
In conclusion, the journey to success is a testament to the harmonious collaboration of hard work, a focused mindset, consistency 
and persistence. Embracing these principles creates a powerful synergy that propels individuals toward their goals, turning aspira-
tions into reality.
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Painting
Name : Janhavi Shinde
Registration No: WRO0770432
Phone number: 9324229400
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Painting
Name : Ritika Radheshyam Chandak
Registration number:WRO0705016
Contact details: 8104887677
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Painting
Name : Snehal Sharad Ghag
Registration number:WRO0519654
Contact details: 7208279964
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Painting
Name : Tanvee Nimesh Pithva
Registration number:WRO0746493
Contact details: 8356923879
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Rahe Anjani Thi,Usse Bhi Anjana Tha Safar,
Bagal Wali Seat Khali Thi Uska Koi Gum Nahi Tha,
Safar Ke Bich Gir Jau To Koi Uthane Na Aye Iska Koi Daar Nahi Tha, 
Daar Tha To Bas Uss Baat Ka Ki Safar Ke Dauran Apne Kahi Kho Na Jaye,
Umeed Ke Mathe Pe Kahi Shikan Na Padhjaye,
Daar Tha Ki Kahi Ruk Na Jau, 
Ruk Jane Par Vapas Na Laut Aau.

Vapas Laut Kar Safar Ko Bhul Na Paunga, 
Meri Koshish Pe Shaqh Nahi Karunga, 
Safar Pura Na Kar Saka Iska Gum Rahega,
Lekin Ek Nai Seekh Apne Sath Leke Aaunga.

Mein Tham Sa Gaya Tha Lekin Haar Nahi Mani Thi, 
Sangharsh Ke Sagar Mein Umeed Ki Naav Dagmaga Rahi Thi, 
Parindo Ki Tarah Milo Tak Safar Tay Karna Chahta Hoon, 
Bina Koi Humsafar Ke Akele Uddna Chahta Hoon,
Raah Nahi Hogi To Ek Nayi Bana Dunga, 
Kitni Bhi Baar Gir Jau Vapas Uthne Ki Himmat Rakhunga,
Jeb Jarur Khali Hai, Lekin Panne Sare Saje Hue Hai, 
Na Jankar Bhi, Kiski Talash Kar Raha Hoon,
Kadmo Ko Bhul Ke Bas, 
Safar Ki Aur Kheecha chala Ja Raha Hoon.

Poem
Name : Neel Jitendra Gudhka
Registration number:WRO0679675
Contact details: 9766876070
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*EK BAAR*
Hum kehna toh chahte hai kaafi kuch ,
Par teri buraai nahi hoti .
Likhta hu jyada aaj kal tere baare mein,
Par padhai nai hoti .
Bahar se dikhte na jo zakham, unki dawai nahi hoti .
Lakho kaamye par saathme tu na toh,
lagta meri kamai nahi hoti.
Kaash tu aai nai hoti ,
toh betha hota mein sukoon se kahi ,
Haa din ke ujaale mein roshni dhundhte nahi ,
Chaav hai nahi ,dhoop har kahi,
Rab dekhe tamashe upar kahi ,
Khusboo mein tere rehta dooba jaise gayi ho muje chuu kar abhi,
Kaash tu aata hi na toh ye gaana mein phir shayad gaata hi na ,
Aur kaash tu aaya bhi tha toh chod ke mujhe yun jaata hi na ,
Jaata hi na chodke mujhe yun jaata hi na ,
Par shayad se tujhe toh jaana hi tha chod ke mujhe yun jaana hi tha .....
*Bas EK BAAR,
Meri taraf tu dekhta ,
Bas ek baar ,
Ankhein na mujhse tu ferta .*

Poem
Name : Smit Fofani
Registration number:WRO0771130
Contact details: 8591091856
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Mock Test Series 1

Challenging the intellect, one question at a time. Mock Test Foundation 
Series 1 (November 2023): Where knowledge meets preparation.
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Upcoming Events

2nd & 3rd Dec-23
“Mega Student Conference”
 At Lata Mangeshkar Ground, 588, Mahajan Wadi, Mira Road East,
  Mira Bhayandar, Maharashtra 400068

10 Dec 2023
“Dashboard Visualization & Sketching Competition” 

23 Dec 2023
“Euphoria Youth Fest” 
at At Lata Mangeshkar Ground, 588, Mahajan Wadi, Mira Road East,
 Mira Bhayandar, Maharashtra 400068

31 Dec 2023
“Vasai WICASA Premier League Season 2 CRICKET TOURNAMENT”
at Turf Holic
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Notification for Online Eligibility Test (ET) for Post Qualification 
Course on Information Systems Audit on Saturday the 

18th November 2023 (10:00 AM to 12:30 PM) - (12-10-2023)

https://www.icai.org/category/notifications 

Notification

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India,
Vasai Branch of WIRC
Address: Maxus Mall, B Wing, 7th Floor, Above Maxus Banquet Hall, Temba Road, Bhayandar (West) Thane-401 101.
Contact: 9029868900/ 8655068901/ 8976068902 | Email: vasaibranch@gmail.com | Website: www.vasai-icai.org

CONNECT US

Email ID 
Vasaibranch@gmail.com 

Website 
www.vasai.icai.org

Instagram Page
https://instagram.com/wicasa_vasai?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=

LinkedIn 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wicasa-vasai-749454271


